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INSTRUCTIONS

(I) This mortal coil investigates the outer limits of HUMAN cognition, over 50 items. 50 hours in the realms of higher consciousness is optimal completion time.

(II) A single attempt allowance is made per capita to preserve test quality. Nonhuman reference aids are allowed. Unauthorised publication is strictly prohibited.

(III) Send your solutions with name, age, gender, country, and prior scores here: brennanharpermartin@gmail.com.

(IV) Test ceiling is somewhere in the 170 to 180 range (σ = 15). Score reports are forwarded upon completion of preliminary norming (N = 30).

(V) Answers must be entered in UPPERCASE. No penalty for guessing. Answer length is represented by underlines. One-word answers are never plural.

(VI) 50 EUR scoring fee must be made through PayPal.

Example of a one-word answer: PLANET
Example of a two-word answer: SOLAR SYSTEM
Example of a multi-word answer: EIGHT PLANETS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
Example of a hyphenated answer: ONE-IN-A-MILLION
THE TEST

(1) PLANE ANGLE, CODE WORD, PACK LEADER

(2) FLAG, PROGRAMMING, SIGNAL

(3) PARENT, WAG, TALK, GOD, CHIN, SMALL

(4) MADRID, LISBON, PARIS, ROME, BUCHAREST, VULGAR

(5) BETA, OMICRON, CHI, DEVIL

(6) PURIFICATION, STATE, SUFFERING, TEMPORARY, INTERMEDIATE, FINAL

(7) CHANGE, LAYER, MIDDLE, HEAT, OUTER

(8) LENT, LINTEL, HARVEST, WINTRUZ

(9) HOLLOW, KNUCKLES, KEYBOARD, FULL

(10) GRAND, SOFT, LOUD, FORTE
(11) 0P, 1L, 2P, 3S

(12) ENGINE, GEOMETRY, LOCK

(13) NUMBER, NUMBER IN SPACE, NUMBER IN TIME, NUMBER IN SPACE AND TIME

(14) WELL-FORMED, EMPIRICAL, NONSENSE, TRINITARIAN, UNIT

(15) SOLID, BUFFER, IDEAL, AQUEOUS, REGULAR

(16) RUGBY, UNIT, ASSOCIATION

(17) RUGBY, U, ASSOCIATION

(18) M * E * T * A * C * S * M *

(19) GIANT, BINARY, DWARF, VARIABLE

(20) CONRAD, COROPHOTO, CHROMOCORE
(21) LIME, MILL, BUD, INSECT, LIBRA

(22) LAW, MUSIC, UNIT, HERALDRY

(23) CIRCUIT, OPERA, MANIKIN, CHIMERA

(24) MAGICIAN, PREPOSITION, AUSTRALIA

(25) FISH, CANOE, ANCHOR

(26) COUNTRY, TRAFFIC, BARRIER, SAFETY

(27) RN, OO, TI, AT

(28) TAIL, TABLE, TURTLE

(29) P, A, I, S

(30) LIGHT, LIGHT, NIGHT, VOID, WARFARE
(31) COLOSSAL GORILLA  _____  _____  

(32) MARKETING, FILMMAKING, WARFARE  ____________  

(33) GAME, FIVE, COST, PIGADIA  ____  ____  

(34) RUBBER, DUPLICATE, CONTRACT  _____  _____  

(35) D, N, S, I, F, FLAG  _______  _______  

(36) NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, BRAZIL, SAMOA, PAPUA NEW GUINEA  ____________  _____  

(37) S0, P1, D2, F3  _____  _____  _____  

(38) ALONE HAPPY, LITTLE JOHNNY, BOXCAR, STRETCH MARKS  _____  _____  

(39) IC, OC, LM, UM, C  _____  

(40) VOID, ANSWER TO QUESTION 39  _____  _____  _____  ____  
(41) CAESAR, YEAR, PAULLUS, CONSULSHIP

(42) RUGBY, CATCHER, BASKETBALL, GUARD, BASEBALL, HOOKER

(43) ☀️ 🌸 🌻 ALCHEMY

(44) HUMAN, BABOON, JACKAL, FALCON

(45) NONCES MEMOS, TAIGA MINION, FAY TANS, SIMIAN TOTE, MORE MY

(46) GRAVE, COUNTERPART TO QUESTION 49

(47) TVO, OQQP, PDUV, QIVGYVC, OZUNYJW, BKTAY, ZHABYU

(48) STRIPE, LITTLE, HIGH, SOLID, SPOT, BIG, LOW, STRIPE

(49) CATS, COUNTERPART TO QUESTION 46

(50) POINT, BLOCK, FUNCTION, LANGUAGE, LOOP, LAST
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA AND REGISTRATION

Name: / Age: __________________ / ___________  Gender: ________

Website: __________________________ Country: ___________________

E-mail: ___________________________ Native Language: _____________

Highest educational level: ____________ Occupation: _____________

Estimated solving time in minutes: _____  Predicted raw score (X / 50): _____

PRIOR TEST SCORES FOR NORMING AND STANDARDISATION

Disclose past test results courtesy of official normings (first attempt only).

Test Name / Year Taken / Raw Score / Standard Deviation (15, 16, or 24) / I.Q.

________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
________________________________ / _________ / _________ / _________ / _______
ANSWER SHEET

(0) EXAMPLE ANSWER (17) (34)
(1) (18) (35)
(2) (19) (36)
(3) (20) (37)
(4) (21) (38)
(5) (22) (39)
(6) (23) (40)
(7) (24) (41)
(8) (25) (42)
(9) (26) (43)
(10) (27) (44)
(11) (28) (45)
(12) (29) (46)
(13) (30) (47)
(14) (31) (48)
(15) (32) (49)
(16) (33) (50)